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That Raggedy Rag

Lyric by
Arthur Gillespie & James M. Reilly.

Music by
S. R. Henry.

Moderato. (Not Fast.)

Vamp till ready.

rag-ged-y gal from a rag-ged-y town,
rag-ged-y man took a rag-ged-y look,

rag-ged-y gown, Sang a rag-ged-y tune with a
rag-ged-y book, On a rag-ged-y leaf with a
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raggedy rhyme, In a raggedy way and a
raggedy pen, In a raggedy way like a

raggedy time; "What rag is that?" someone called out, said the
raggedy hen; What's that you wrote? someone called out, said the

raggedy gal, "It's a raggedy shout, It has no title and it
raggedy man, "That's a raggedy shout, It has no title and it

has no tag, So we'll just have to christen it the raggedy rag."
has no tag, So we'll just have to christen it the raggedy rag."

a tempo.
Chorus. (Slow)

Oh! that raggedy rag,

That beautiful rag, Sh! Sh! there it is!

Softly.

Pick it up, pick it up, you can whistle it; Oh!

that raggedy drag, that wonderful
drag,  Sh!  Sh!  It's a hit!  Come a - long, come a -
long, you'll be miss-in' it;  Oh!  that mu - si - cal

croon,  you'll hear of it soon,  Sh!  Sh!  that
tune, Hear the band, hear the band, now a - play - in' it,
Try it on a cello, you can try it on a drum,
Riddle, diddle, diddle, on a fiddle with yo' thumb.

Oh you, go you, to that Raggedy Rag, Eat it up, eat it up.
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